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Hello fellow earthlings! My name is Alexandra Saad, and I'm

the artist behind Moon Sage. This company is a result of my

passion for history, words, and art - plus a heaping dose of

whimsy.

At Moon Sage, I focus on decorative hand lettering and

modern calligraphy. I work with brides to develop beautiful

invitations, programs, chalkboard signs, place settings, and

more. I get to meet awesome individuals and craft lovely

monograms that celebrate their relationships or their own

fabulous selves. In short, I get to do all of my favorite things at

work every day, and I'm so incredibly grateful for it.

The aesthetic of my work at Moon Sage is whimsical, elegant,

and historical. I create my own handwritten fonts; some which

evoke a playful feel with their spindly lines, and others that

evoke an organic yet elegant ideal. My many years spent

studying historical texts and diaries have led me to develop a

bit of a penchant for early writing styles and flourishes.

I can't wait to meet you and design something beautiful.





ITEM STARTS AT

Wedding Invitations

High resolution digital file of your custom wedding invitation designed

by Moon Sage Calligraphy. Perfect for sending invitations by snail mail

or email.

$40

Save the Date

High resolution digital file of your custom 'Save the Date' card designed

by Moon Sage Calligraphy. Perfect for sending invitations by snail mail

or email.

$20

Program / Order of Service

High resolution digital file of your custom Program or Order of Service

designed by Moon Sage Calligraphy.

$30

Signage

Custom hand lettering and calligraphy on wood, chalkboard, or glass.

The perfect way to tie together your wedding decor.

$50

Custom Monogram / Crest

A beautiful way to start your life together. Custom monogram or family

crest with optional illustration, designed by Moon Sage Calligraphy.

$60

Oyster Shell Setting

We use gold or black ink to write the names of your guests in beautiful

calligraphy on natural oyster shells. The perfect place setting that also

acts as a wedding favor! Price is per shell.

$2
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